GEOCROM ENCODED ESSENCES
Therapists training program in the new floral therapy:
Geocrom essences encoded with the 77 light geometry codes from Geochromotherapy, on sea water and
on pure essential oils. Fisterra’s vision of the elements and the concept of encoding, programming, or
impregnating or consagrating a substance. The special energy causal diagnosis and the study of different
synergistic formulas Geocrom Essences and Fisterra’s on sea water and on essential oils. Personalized
treatments with 77 pure essences and its possible combinatorial with other chaneled formulas. Quantum
peculiarities of these new flower remedies based on harmonic patterns of geometry, color and light.

Program CONTENTS
• Geocrom Healing as new concept in health based on the evolution of consciousness and quantum
physics. Geochromotherapy, the active principles and the power of Geometry, Colour and Light. 4
large planes of Existential Reality and their medical-energetic and spiritual implications. Geocrom
source and system utilities and 77 codes or archetypes; its various health applications, dynamic range
or assistance and several possibilities of therapeutic work in quantum line.
• Initiation to the energetic, pshyche and causal diagnosis protocol. The impartiality of the therapist
and the work from consciousness. The mantra formula to link to the Unified Field; theory and practice.
3 different diagnostic systems: arterial pulse, dowsing or biosensor, and graphical selection of the
supra-conscious. Screening and diagnostic practices.
• Assessment of the concept: 'code', information, imprint. Decoding and encoding objects or
substances. Re-programming seawater or oils. Fisterra and Geochromotherapy: the 10 formulas of
the Camino de Santiago; the 10 Healthy Habitat formulas; the 7 formulas of sacred oils, the 2
creams and the 3 salts.
• Explanation, utility and perception of the properties of each of the 77 Geocrom Essences, and the
personalized therapeutic use of each remedy with seawater or essential oils. Differential
characteristics and its peculiar effect on humans on the physical, psychological and mental-soul
planes. The systemic healing in relation to the Geocrom remedies.
• Check and treatment practices with dilutions. Dosage and therapeutic caring in the process of
mutation and restructuring of codes each patient. The self-treatment with Geochromotherapy.

ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATES:

· TRAINING PROGRAM PRICE: 400 € Registration is done by paying 50 % of the full price to
Instituto Geocrom.
· LENGHT AND SCHEDULE: 5 day full-intensive course, from Wednesday at 9:00h until the following
Sunday at 18:00h. Same schedule whether it is done in the educational space CSIS Jardin, Caldes de
Montbui, as when done in a city.
· ACCOMMODATION: If the course takes place in CSIS·Jardin, FULL BOARD (diets included) is 35 €
per person per day, so 175 € per person per 5 days. Just bring comfortable clothes and something
to record. If you do not want to be in the community living together, the institute can facilitate you the
contact of other nearby hotels, both in Caldes de Montbui and in Barcelona-city. HALF BOARD
option: If the person lives near Barcelona or Caldes de Montbui, and wants to come and go every day,
the price of accommodation changes and is only charged 10 € for the lunch per day. (not
recommended because it cuts the group dynamics in retreat).
· PRE-REGISTRATIONS AND PAYMENT: By email to: instituto@geocrom.com. By calling to: (0034)
93 3190517 / (0034) 93 1701652 or Whatsapp: (0034) 629501829 . The seat reservation for the
program can be paid in cash at Instituto Geocrom in Barcelona, but it is preferable to book and pay in
advance through the On-line Store: www.Geocromonline.com. Only accommodation can be paid
on-site the first day upon arrival.
· VALIDATION: If you want to repeat the program, there is 50% discount on the full price, except
accommodation, eventhough the student took the program Geocrom only by Fisterra.
· RECOGNITION: At the end of the program you will receive an accredited CERTIFICATE of the
Program GEOCROM ENCODED ESSENCES AND FISTERRA ELEMENTS by Instituto Geocrom de
Barcelona.
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